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Terms and Conditions 

LEGAL NOTICE 

The author has done his best to be as accurate and complete as possible in the creation of this 

report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or represent at any time that the contents 

within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the Internet. 

While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication, the 

Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation of the subject 

matter herein. Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or organizations are 

unintentional. 

In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of income made. 

Readers are cautioned to reply on their own judgment about their individual circumstances to act 

accordingly. 

This Guide is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or financial advice. 

All readers are advised to seek services of competent professionals in legal, business, accounting 

and finance fields. 

 

You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading. 

 

© Copyright 2012 - 2019 
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                                Who is Dr. Hale Pringle? 

I am an educator at heart. I am very serious about my 

entrepreneur business. While I do have an advanced degree in 

education, my 40 plus years working with people, computers, 

and either years studying marketing are probably more 

important in the long run. 

I love to help people and am building a network and Internet 

marketing team.  

I am an award winning blogger, have multiple awards for online 

community building and have completed a very intense Internet 

Marketing internship.  I have also taught advanced students 

selling on Amazon and run over 300 webinars for beginning 

Internet Marketers - Over 50 of them have 

been on Print on Demand topics. 

 

For the last several years, I have worked using 

the Print On Demand business model.  This 

document should help you if you are getting 

into that field. 

If you learn something from this, I’ll feel like 

I’ve done my job.  

Have a Great Day! Oh Hale Yes! 
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Print on Demand -How to Find and Sell 
Products that are Already Selling 

By Dr. Hale Pringle  3/5/19  V4.0 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Print on Demand (POD)– A business model where you partner with a 

company that manufactures unique physical products AFTER the 

products have been sold. 

 

This is a great model if you want to create an on-line business with low 

start up capital and risk.  The POD companies that supply the mock-up 

images and free online sales pages, will create the final product and ship 

it to the customers.  These companies take their profit out of the money 

generated when a product sells.  This means zero inventory costs for 

you.  Obviously your profit per sale will be lower than systems where 

you buy in bulk.  On the other hand you never buy a ton of stuff that 

never sells.  (Think about selling t-shirts.  Even if you have a great 

selling design it is hard to determine the right number of hoodies vs tee 

shirts vs sweatshirts AND the number of each in blue, pink, black and 

grean AND the number of XS, S, M, L, XX and XXX.  It is very easy to 

sell a lot and still end up with a loss due to inventory that didn’t sell.)   

 

You will need to create product designs  (PNG image files) to upload 

onto the mockups and you will need to drive traffic (usually through 

paid advertizing)  to the sales pages. 

 

One of the biggest hurdles that virtually all new sellers run into is 

creating designs that sell. We try to understand our customers by 

narrowing down our focus to people in a niche (people with a comon 

interest) and it is still very hard to get inside their heads and create 

something that they will buy, especially that they will buy on impulse.  
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This is very important since most Print on Demand advertizing these 

days is on Facebook and sales on Facebook are almost always impulse 

buys since the viewer sees the ad in their newsfeed and needs to say Yes 

or No on the spot.  

 

This eBook shows you one way to stop selling what YOU think is cool 

and will sell and start selling what your customers are already buying. 

 

HACKING 

 

Russell Brunson has made a huge impart on the Internet eCommerce 

space.  He coined the phrase Funnel Hacking to describe the process of 

finding a sales funnel for a product like your own and duplicating it as 

closely as possible.  Use the same colors, the same page layout, the same 

upsells and more.  Your “hack” recreates a successful funnel that sells 

your product.   Here we are talking about a similar process that I call 

“Product Hacking.”  (Note that I’m not the only one using this phrase.)  

You find a product in your niche and “hack” it.  You do NOT plagarize 

it (duplicate exactly), you create your own version – your hack.  The 

customers in your niche have already shown that the original product 

resonates with them and that they buy it.   There is a very good chance 

that they will buy your version of the product.  At the very least the odds 

of generating sales are much better than dreaming up a design that YOU 

think is neat and then going to see if the customers like it as well. 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

In other  eBooks and Blog Posts I discussed the importance of Mindset 

(link to blog post) when you are starting (or upgrading) your own Print 

on Demand Business.   There are several aspects to this mindset. 

 

1. You must REALLY believe that you will succeed.  This isn’t just 

“motivation.”  There is substantial evidence that what you strongly 

believe really does influence what happens to you.  This evidence 

https://printondemandatoz.com/mindset-1-of-5
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is coming to us from the scientific world (Quantum Field) .the 

spiritual world  (The Law Of Attraction), and the psychological 

world (activating your sub-conscious super Google).  

2. You must decide that you are in this business for the long haul and 

accept that there will be ups and downs. 

3. You must learn your audience.  This is why picking a niche is 

important.  You can’t understand everyone, but you can gain an 

understanding of dog people or people who want to find true love 

or nurses, etc.    

4. Finally, and this is the hard for almost all of us, you must learn to 

stop believing: “What I like will sell”   Until we are very 

experienced, our judgement of what people will actually buy is 

wrong most of the time. 

 

This eBook looks at a number of ways to can replace “What I Think 

Will Sell” with products that have social proof that they will sell. 

 

HOW TO Find Print on Demand Products 
That Are Already Selling 

 

I’ve said in other places that it really helps your Print on Demand 

business, if you start by establishing a niche.   (Here is a link to my 

eBook on 25 Ways to Find and Validate a Niche that is right for you.)  

 

Once you have established a niche, the next question is “What should I 

sell?” 

WHAT SHOULD I SELL? 

http://printondemandatoz.com/pod-find-your-niche-pl
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The point of this book is to strongly suggest that you DO NOT use ideas 

you “think” will sell. 
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BIGGEST MISTAKE MOST POD BEGINNERS MAKE. 

 
 

BETTER PLAN - The better plan is to find a quote or design that has 

social proof that it is either already selling or at least that lots of people 

are interested in it.   

1. Find a product that is selling OR 

2. Validate your idea by finding Social Proof for it 

3. Create your own version of the winner and market that!  
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YOU MUST RESEARCH FOR PROVEN PRODUCT IDEAS 

 
 

 

FIND SOCIAL PROOF FOR A DESIGN. CREATE YOUR OWN 

VERSION AND THEN MARKET YOUR PRODUCT. 

REMEMBER:  DO NOT DUPLICATE/ 

PLAGIARIZE!  
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DUPLICATING SOMEONE ELSE’S PRODUCT IS JUST 

WRONG! 

 
 

MAKE YOUR OWN (BETTER) VERSION 

 
(I will note that neither of these are my products.) 
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Before We Start Researching   - Go Evergreen 
 

Before we get too deep into searching for product ideas, I am going to 

make one other suggestion.  Focus most of your energy on evergreen 

products.  You are going to be in this for the long haul.  Designs that are 

very specific to a current disaster or news item, MIGHT sell well for a 

few weeks, but then they are usually dead.  Take that energy and focus 

on something that will sell year after year and month after month.    Here 

is one example for tending toward evergreen.  While you can say 

“Happy Valentine’s Day Wife”, you can usually get almost the same 

impact with “I Love You Dear”.  The second one will sell for birthdays, 

Christmas, anniversaries AND Valentine’s Day.  The first design will 

only sell during the run-up to Valentiene’s Day.    

 

Where do I find Products that are selling? 
 

First, I’m going to let you in on a little secret.  The experienced people 

selling Print on Demand products hide their top sellers from you.  They 

don’t want people plagiarizing their designs and there are lots of 

unscrupulous people who do exactly that.   This doesn’t mean that you 

can’t find ideas and products that are selling well, it is just hard to find 

the very top sellers.  Even sites that show you product ranked by their 

sales often don’t give you any indication of how many units of each item 

are being sold.  You may see something that is ranked #1 for a niche and 

later find out that it is selling 1 unit per month.  The rest in that niche are 

selling fewer than that.  It is darn near impossible to make money on low 

ticket items if you are only selling one each month. 

 

There are three approaches that we usually use to find a product that will 

sell. 

1. Selling Sites – Some sites will show you their top sellers.  These 

sites are almost always what I call SELLING SITES.  Sites like 

Amazon, eBay and Etsy make their money by showing customers 
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products that the customers want to buy.  Selling Sites WANT to 

show you their top sellers.  These sites are gold,  You find a 

category,  niche, or search phrase and see what is selling.  You do 

not have to focus on a particular quote or phrase.   (As noted 

above, the top sellers in a particular niche of key word phrase may 

not be selling that many units per month.) 

2. Sites where every item is extensively vetted by professionals. 

You won’t see ranking on these sites, but you can be sure that 

every items you see is selling.  Obviously some will be selling 

more than others, but every item is known to be a seller.  You will 

usually need to search these sites using keyword phrases or 

categories.   They don’t rank their items by showing you the very 

best seller first. 

3. Sites that show you CUSTOMER INTEREST – You will not 

see items that are selling on these sites, however these are sites 

where you can Explore an idea.  There are lots of other sites 

where you have an idea (a seed phrase) and you want to know if 

people are are talking about that phrase.   For example “Love My 

Mom” is a phrase that comes up at Mother’s Day and Christmas.  

People do talk about images, memes and quotes that have this 

phrase  and you can search for that phrase on sites like Pinterest, 

Facebook and Google Images.  You can also search for this phrase 

on selling sites (like Amazon and Etsy) and see what kind of 

products are showing up.  It is often a good idea to find an idea on 

site that show us CUSTOMER INTEREST and validate it on some 

SELLING SITES. 
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FINDING SELLING ITEMS  

Here you will want a category that closely matches your niche.  You can 

browse through everything a Selling Site is selling, but it takes a 

looonnnngggg time.  You  really need to narrow your search down.  

Here we are not trying for a particular phrase like “I am Daddy’s Little 

Girl”.   We are looking for a more generic phrase like “Gift for 

Daughter” 

 

THE FIRST STEP – FIND A SEED. 
Most of the sites I am going to show you require you to start with a 

search term. This is sometimes called a SEED.   You start with the seed 

phrase that you think people may be searching for and look at the 

results.  Depending upon what you find, you may get in inspiration for 

another seed or you may just have to some up with a different idea 

yourself.   Some seeds are general (e.g. Girts for Mother) and some are 

more specific (e.g. Boxer Dog).    You start with your seed and evaluate 

the results you find.  For example, to evaluate results on Amazon, a rule 

of thumb is that you can look at the number of reviews and guesstimate 

that the item has probably sold at least 10 times  are many units.   If the 

top few items that shows up with your seed have 5 or 10 reviews, you 

probably want to move on.  There are products and there are sales, but 

the number do NOT warrant the time and effort to create a design,  turn 

the design into a product and then pay to advertise the product.   When 

you see 500 reviews or 1,000 reviews, you can feel much more 

comfortable that people are interested in the product. 

 

How do you find a seed.  Here you CAN use a phrase that interest you. 

 Shirts you see people wearing 

 A phrase that interests you 

 A Google search for “quotes about xxxx” where xxxx is your 

niche. 
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 A Google search for xxxx where xxxx is your niche, then choose 

to look at images. 

 Search phrases that seem likely given the time of year  During 

Quarter 4 and Mother’s Day or Father’s Day or Valentine’s Day 

people are searching for a gift and so there are a lot of phrases like 

“Best gift for mom” or “Funny mug for Women” are easy to 

recognize and research. 

The bottom line is you must offer what people already want. You are not 

going to succeed by showing them something new that nobody has ever 

thought of.     

 

Let me show you one example of a bad idea. 
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This is for a person who really believes in peace and doesn’t’ believe in 

Astrology.  Regardless of how much I might like this design, there is no 

market.  No-one is searching for this and very few will resonate to the 

point that they say “I’ve gotta have that” as soon as they see it.   Trying 

to search for “Infinite Peace”  or “Astrology sign that isn’t astrology” 

will give you zero results.   

 

 

 

Three Types of Social Proof Sites. 
 

I’m going to break this down into two sections: 

1. TOP SELLERS - Sources that show you products that are actually 

selling  

2. PROFESSIONALLY VETTED ITEMS – Sites like Walmart 

and Halmarkgo through an exhaustive provess before they dedicate 

shelf space in 11,000 stores.  If you see an item there, there is a 

very high probability that it will sell well. 

3. CUSTOMER INTEREST - Sources that show you quotes and 

products that people are very interested in.   (This doesn’t 

necessarily mean that they will purchase them when they are 

transferred to a necklace, shirt, coffee mug, wall hanging, sticker, 

tote, apron,  beer mug or any of the other products we can sell 

using Print on Demand 

 

 

TOP SELLERS SITES – Here are some sources that show 

you products that are selling. 

 

When you think “selling sites” think of this phrase:  “The person 

has their credit card in their teeth, their eyes are glazed and they 

typing on the computer thinking “Buy, Buy, Buy”.   People 

rarely log onto Amazon, eBay or Etsy unless they want to BUY 
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something.   

 

WHAT THE CONSUMER LOOKS LIKE- People are 

searching for something to buy (think search terms and keyword 

phrases) and we are looking at the keyword/search terms that 

they are using to find something they already want! 
 

1. Amazon – SELLER SITE – There are numbers that tell you how a 

product ranks inside a category and tools that estimate sale. 

 

Amazon is one source that shows you TOP SELLERS in certain 

categories and has a robust keyword search function that lets you 

drill down to specific sayings or designs.  

1.1 BEST SELLER they show products with the best sellers first.  

This is one of the exceptions to my little secret mentioned 

above.   

1.2  CUSTOMER INTEREST - Amazon DOES show you the 

top sellers for specific keywords.    

1.3  MerchantWords.com is a sites that shows an estimate of the 

number of searches for keywords and what it determines are 

similar keywords.  Searches are an indicate of CUSTOMER 

INTEREST. 

1.4  Unicorn Smasher - You can even buy tools that will show 

you the top sellers in specific categories.  I’m only going to 

show one of those tools here.  Unicorn Smasher  is  a free 

tool that estimates item sales.  (SELLER SITE 

INFORMATION.) 

 

 

2. Etsy.com – SELLER SITE and CUSTOMER INTEREST   

2.1 There is a site called CraftCount.com that will show you the 

top selling items on Etsy (SELLER SITE INFORMATION).   

2.2 The advanced version of SortingSocial.com will also show 
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you top “favorite” items on Etsy (CUSTOMER INTEREST 

INFORMATION. 

 

3. Ebay.com – SELLER SITE – although there is not a direct “how 

many sales” number available on individual items.  

 

Here are four tools that will help you find products that are selling 

or that people are watching in eBay. 

3.1 – WatchCount.com – number of people watching bids  

 (CUSTOMER INTEREST) 

3.2 – HotItemFinder.com -  

3.3 – TeraPeak.com 

3.4 – eBay’s Seller Hub (Beta) 

 

4. Gearbubble.com – SELLER SITE - 

Navigate to the site, do not log in. The CATEGORIES menu show 

some of the top sellers.  This is one of the sites where the really hot 

items are hidden from us. 

 

5. Teespring.com – SELLER SITE  

Nnavigate to the site, do not log in.  Click on the APPAREL menu 

option and look at sub-categories that match your niche.   This is 

another site where the really hot items are hidden from us. 

 

6. Wanelo.com – (Want Need Love) – SELLER SITE. 

This is a selling site that has been around since 2012.  It has over 

300,000 stores and 20 million products so there is a good chance 

that there is something in your niche.  You won’t see sales, but it is 

a good source for ideas and the SortingSocial tool can show you 

items sorted by the number of “saves”.  

 

7. Google Shopping – SELLER SITE -  

Google for:  best sellers on Google Shopping and make sure the 

SHOPPING tab is clicked.  You can add keywords. 
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8. Aliexpress.com – SELLER SIT E – (Wholesaler, but retailers sell 

their items “as is.”) 

This site is the source for many sellers.  Since they show you the 

number of sales that they have made, you can browse the site 

looking for items that are selling well and that you can use to 

create your own POD version. 

 

 

PROFESSIONALLY VETTED PRODUCT SITES 
 

1. Hallmark.com – we don’t get social proof here, but their cards are 

vetted by professionals who have developed an eye for what sells.  

Since about half of the greeting card rack space in 11,000 

Walmarts is made up of Hallmark cards, you can bet that they fill 

that space with items that sell. 

 

2. Walmart.com – again, we don’t get social proof amd the itmes are 

not ranked by sales.  On the other hand, Walmart has 11,000 

locations and before products are allowed to use up shelf space, 

they go through a very rigourous process that proves that the 

product is already selling well somewhere.   

 

3. Target.com – similar to the Walmart.com listing above.  I’m not as 

sure about the rigerous vetting process, but I have to believe that it 

is being done.  

 

 

 

CUSTOMER INTEREST SITES – Here are some sources 

that show you products that people are liking, sharing or 

commenting on 
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When you think about these sites, people are not in a buying 

frenzy.  They are looking for things that interest them or things 

their friends are talking about or doing something other than 

buying.   You can use the things they focus on a lot to develop 

ideas for products that they will resonate with.  Often times the 

more that people show an interest in a phrase, a quote, an image 

or a topic, the more likely they are to be interested in buying 

something related to that topic.  Note that this isn’t always true.  

There are plenty of things that people LOVE to talk about (like, 

comment on, share, repin, etc.), but have no interest in wearing 

or having on a coffee mug. 

 
 

1. Pinterest - CUSTOMER INTEREST SITE 

We can’t see sales or interest cournts directly on Pinterest, but 

using a tool called SortingSocial.com we can see potential 

customer interest. . We can see quotes and products that thousands 

of people have shared with their own followers. 

 

2. Google.com - Images.  - CUSTOMER INTEREST SITE 

We can’t really see how many times products have sold when we 

look at Google Images.  We CAN find ideas and then use the other 

tools to look further. 

 

3. Facebook.com  Search posts. - CUSTOMER INTEREST SITE 

This is another source where we can’t really see how many times 

products have sold, but we CAN find ideas and then use the other 

tools to look further. 

 

4. Google Keyword Planner - CUSTOMER INTEREST SITE 

This is a widely known and used tool for looking at what phrases 

are being searched for.   
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5. Google Trends - - CUSTOMER INTEREST SITE 

The Google Trends system shows you hot topics right now.  Some 

of these may become evergreen and some are flash in the pan 

topics.   If you want to jump on hot topics early, this is a good site 

to use. 

 

MORE DETAILS ABOUT THE SITES 
 

I. SELLER SITES 
 

SOURCE #1 – AMAZON.COM – Seller Site and Interest 

Site 
 

I’m going to spend quite a bit of time on Amazon since it is one of the 

very few sites where the top sellers cannot hide their products to avoid 

copy cats.   Ignoring the sponsored ads, Amazon WANTS you to see the 

items that are selling well.  

 

You can find both TOP SELLERS and INTERESTED IN topics when 

you search Amazon 

 

1.1 AMAZON - TOP SELLERS  

Here we are looking at categories withing Amazon, but we 

are NOT feeding a search engine a SEED Phrase.    Google 

for:   Best Sellers Amazon 
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You can browse through the listings.   Very few of them will 

be Print on Demand products, but you can get some ideas 

that might fit your niche.  Since each product shown on these 

list is a top seller, that shows that people are looking for the 

product and a something with the same key words may be a 

winner.  
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    Example BEST SELLERS LIST – SPORTS AND OUTDOORS 

 
If you look at the number of reviews and multiple by 10 you can 

see products that sold over 80,000 units.  There is interest here if 

something you see is related to your niche and you can figure out 

how to tap into it with a Print on Demand product. 

 

The following is worth noting.   This is from a post by Kaidyn 

McClure – July 3, 2018 on Top Selling Products on Amazon 

 

Over 50% of the Top Selling Items on Amazon fall in just 9 

Categories.   

 

This certainly gives a clue as to where people are searching for 

products. 

https://www.sourcify.com/author/kaidyn/
https://www.sourcify.com/author/kaidyn/
https://www.sourcify.com/what-the-top-200-best-selling-products-on-amazon-have-in-common/
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Health and Household - 6% 

Industrial and Scientific - 8% 

Arts, Crafts & Sewing – 5% 

Kitchen & Dining- 5%  

Appliances – 9% 

Sports & Outdoors – 12% 

Beauty and Personal Care – 6% 

Baby – 6% 

Toys & Games - 7% 

 

“Out of the top 200 best selling products, we found that over 

50% of the products came from only 9 product categories. 

From these top 9 product categories, Sports & Outdoors had 

the most best selling products. For sellers, it’s important to 

consider the categories that shoppers are frequently searching 

through to buy their products. However, it’s also key to see 

which categories are saturated with best selling products as 

this means it might be harder for your product to move down 

the BSR.”   (That last phrase means that the product moves 
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toward being the number 1 top seller in the category.) 

 

1.2 AMAZON - INTERESTED IN   

There are two ways to use Amazon to see if there is interest 

in a phrase or quote you think might do well as a Print on 

Demand product.  This first is the Basic Search 

 

Example of Using the Basic Search in Amazon 

 
 

Here is an example of using the basic search in Amazon.  I 

had an idea for an “Ask me about my dog” (and “Ask me 

about my Poodle/Boxer/German Shepherd”).   When I 

searched for the phrase “Ask me”, the top items either had 

zero reviews or only 2 or 3.  People are NOT searching for 

this phrase.  It would probably not sell well. 

 

1.3 MERCHANTWORDS.COM -  

MerchantWords.com is a site that has a system where they 

can approximate how many times a phrase is searched for on 

Amazon.  Usually we can assume that the more times people 

who are in a buying frenzy search for a phrase, the more sales 

occur for products that match that phrase.   This is normally 

$30 a month.  Here is a link from Karen Thatcher (Marketing 

Words) that will let you sign up for $9 a month   Discount 

https://www.merchantwords.com/offer/mw
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Link 

 

 

Here is the same example “Ask Me” in Merchant Words

 
 

Except for the “Ask me about my t-rex” phrase, these are super 

generic and would probably be hard to create a winning product 

around. 

 

Getting more specific and searching for:  Ask Me Dog, the results 

were less than 200 a month.  This is definitely NOT a phrase that 

people think about.  
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Better Phrase “Gift for Mom” 

 
 

You can see that there are 313,500 searches a month.  This is much 

better.   

 

Something to think about.   If you are planning to create a product 

that matches the “Gift for Mom” search phrase and put in on 

Amazon, you will be buried in the thousands of items. 
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Over 200,000 Products that Match the keyword Phrase Gift for 

Mom 

 
 

On Amazon you should probably aim for a smaller targeted 

audience where the competition would not be as great.  Here is an 

example looking at “gift for dog loving mom” 

 

 
Now you are only competing against 726 products.  

 

Digging one step further and going back to Merchantwords there 

are very few searches for gift for dog loving mom.  Dog lover gifts 

for women has 54,000 searches per month.  There are 10,000 

products so it is still a large pool to compete against, but that 

certainly looks like a good target for a product to advertise on 

Facebook.  

Searches for Dog Lover Gifts for Women 
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Number of Products to Compete Against Dog Lover Gifts for 

Women 

 
 

NOW WE WANT TO BROWSE THE RESULTS AND LOOK FOR 

AN INSIRATION FOR OUR OWN PRODUCT 

Top Two Rows on Amazon Searching for:  Dog Lover Gifts for 

Women 
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When you look at the number of reviews, these are not the 8,000 

products sold  

 

The key here is we have a phrase that people ARE searching for 

and that usually means that there is a large group that WILL 

resonate with the product if they see it in an advertisement.   This 

is a far cry from the “Infinite Peace” product or the “Ask Me” 

phrase I showed a few pages back.   We also have pages of 

products we can look at to gain inspiration and ideas.  Remember 

DO NOT Copy any of these directly, but create you own version.  

 

I’m going to say it one more time.  Note that when you create a 

product based on the Dog Lover Gift for Women phrase and 

advtertise it so that it shows up on Facebook, you have a much 

better chance of catching someone’s interest when compared with 

the ASK ME product.  When people see your ad, you are trying ot 

invoke the “Yes! I gotta have that for my mom (wife, grandmother, 

self)” feeling.   On the other hand when you put the same product 

on Amazon, you are trying to invoke the feeling:  “this is the best 
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‘gift for mom’ product that I’ve seen”.   Those are different 

objectives and it is important to get yourself in tune with the right 

objective.  

 

1.4 UNICORN SMASHER – A FREE TOOL TO SEE ESIMATED 

SALES 

 

There is one free tool that I will mention.  Unicorn Smasher 

is a legal free version of a tool called Jungle Scout.  

 

In the Chrome Browser click on the three dot menu in the 

extreme upper right corner  More Tools  Extensions. 

 

Search for and add the Unicorn Smasher Extension. 

 

Open Amazon and do a search.  Here I searched for Dog 

Lover Gifts for Women. 

 

Right Click on the Unicorn Smasher icon in the upper right 

corner  #3 in the image below  Chose Options     I turned 

on the Allow Run in Incognito Window.  (It seemed to hang 

in my resular window.  It may have conflicted with other 

tools I have running.)  You will see an Agree to Terms of 

Service window at some point in this process. 

 

Right click the three dot menu again and choose Open 

Icognito Window. 

 

Open Amazon in the new copy of Chrome that pops up (the 

dark background shows you that his is an icognito window) 

and do a search. 

 

Now when you click on the Unicorn Smasher Icon in the 

upper corner, this  screen will appear 
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#1 – You have to initiate a search before the Unicorn Smasher icon will 

be active. 

#2 – This just shows the name of the extension 

#3 – Click on the Unicorn Smasher Icon. 

#4 – As you hover over different product names, their image will appar 

#5 – The image for this product name be hovered over 

#6 – The estimated number of sales per month shows here.  

 

While this tool is designed to help Amazon Sellers look for 

products that they can source and sell themselves, we can use it to 

help evaluate ideas to create Print on Demand products from. 

 

 

 

SOURCE #2 – ETSY.COM – SELLER SITE 

Etsy is another SELLING Site.  People navigate to Etsy to BUY 

something.   

 

In another eBook (Free and Almost Free Sources of Images You Can 

Use Commercially)  I mentioned Etsy.  I search for:  Clipart xxxx where 

xxxx is a niche like dogs or Christmas and usually dozens of bundles of 

http://printondemandatoz.com/free-image-ebook-offer
http://printondemandatoz.com/free-image-ebook-offer
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images will appear.  For examlpe the Christmas bundles will have candy 

canes, Christmas Trees, Stockings, Ornaments, Gift Wrapped Packages 

and more.  These usually cost around $2 to $7 and you can legally use 

the images on your Print on Demand Products.  

 

3.1 NOTE:  I have left this listing in the eBook even 

though the site seems to have been repurposed.  It 

may come back.  It had very detailed information. 

TOP SELLERS – Craftcount.com 
Here is a site that tabulates best seller on Etsy.  You can spend 

hours digging down into the information they provide. 

 

Here is a quick top level look.  This chart is on the home page. 

 

TOP SELLING STORES TODAY 

 
#1 – Top Seller TODAY is the chosen option. 

#2 – Bohemian Findings sold over700 items today. 
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 You can see this store has 1.5 million sales. 

 

 

Sample Items – Sorted by RELEVANCE 

 
While we can’t see the actual sales per item or which items sold 

today, it is safe to assume that the store owner will show some of 

their best sellers first since buyers often do not browse  to pages 2 
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and 3 of a site.  

 

You can view the various top selling stores for ideas.  I didn’t see a 

Keyword search engine, but it may be there.  

 

3.2– GOOGLE “Top Sellers on Etsy”  
Pick the results that come from Etsy.  They have pages of TOP SELLER 

listings. 

 

EXAMPLE MOST SOLD PAGE FROM ETSY 

 
 

3.3– INTERESTED IN – SortingSocial.com – advanced 
 

While SortingSocial.com (9.95/ month as of this printing) is primarily a 

Pinterest search engine (covered later), there is an upgrade 

($19.95/month as of this printing)  that will search Etsy.com 

 

Sorting Social does require a SEED – a keyword / search term phrase to 
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start with.   It will then sort through Etsy and find 1,000 entries.  Once it 

has found them, it will sort them and show them to you sorted by the 

number of times the items have been “favorited.”  This is not sales, but 

should correlate with sales to a high degree.  

 

What Sorting Social Looks Like 

 
 

It will take a couple of minutes for Sorting Social to go through the site 

finding the products you asked for.  You will see a counter increasing as 

it finds products.   Once it either runs out of targets or reaches 1,000 it 

will sort the results based on the number of times the items have been 

marked as “A favorite”. 
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Example of Sorting Social Results 

 
 

#1 – The number of times the item was “favorited” 

#2 – The number of times the item was “viewed” 

#3 – It is important to note that this item has been available since 2012.  

Items that have been around for a long time have had much more 

opportunity to be viewed and favorited. 
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SOURCE #3 – eBay – SELLER SITE 
 

There are a number of ways to search eBay.  None of them are really 

straight forward, but they are interesting. 

 

3.1 – WatchCount.com – There are articles about how 

WatchCount was discontinued, but it still seems to be going 

strong.   The site does not show sales, but it does show how 

many people are watching the bidding for items that are 

currently up for auction.  Since it sorts the items based on the 

number of people who are watching the bidding, it gives you 

a good idea of what some hot selling products are. 

 

 
#1 – Enter a keyword search phrase 
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#2 – A list of items appears with the number of watchers highlighted 

 

 
These are more examples from further down the search 

results`````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````````. 

 

3.2 – HOT ITEM FINDER – CUSTOMER INTEREST 

This is a site that will show you Items that lots of people are 

bidding on.  This is an indication of customer interest. 
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Here is a YouTube Video that will show you the site 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1pV75p_W3hY 

 

 

Home Screen for Hot Item Finder 

 
#1 – HotItemFinder.com 

#2 – Questions to answer 

#3 – Note it says this is a FREE Information.  The software is actually 

$37 using PayPal as of this writing.   There were no upsells. 

 

 

Note:  I had to email for the activation link.  It came back very quickly 

via email. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1pV75p_W3hY
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#1 – Searching the HOT ITEMS tab 

#2 – The keyword phrase 

#3 – I needed to click this title and description or I got an error 

#4 – I asked for sold items  

#5 – This showed that 12 items sold 

#6 – This is a link to the item. 
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#1 – I asked for completed and this is completed. 

#2 – Note that they only charged $6 for this items.  POD sellers can’t 

compete at that price.  

 

Here is Item 3 That Sold 9 Units 

 
 

 

 

3.3   TeraPeak.com  - CUSTOMER INTERESTS 
 

Currently TeraPeak is $147/year.  I signed up for the 7 day free 

trial to see what was there.   This is October and this message was 

at the top of the TeraPeak.com website.  The announcement that 

TeraPeak had been purchased by eBay came out in December 

2017.   That may be why the link to TeraPeak  starts with pages. 

ebay.com . 

 
Terapeak has joined the eBay family! On November 12, Terapeak will start 
unifying our features with eBay. You can find all your sales performance 
information on the eBay Seller Hub. You’ll continue to have access to 
research through Terapeak’s Research 2.0. We’ll keep you notified about any 
additional updates as we integrate our tools. For more information, please 
read the FAQ on upcoming changes in the help link, above. 
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Link to the TeraPeak site. 

https://pages.ebay.com/marketplace_research 

 

 
 

Using the RESEARCH Tab at the top of the Screen 

 
#1 – Place for a Search Phrase 

#2 – Date Range 

#3 – Price Range – I used $20 to $100 

#4 – NEW items 

https://pages.ebay.com/marketplace_research
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#5 – Buyers in the United State 

#6 – SEARCH button 

 

 

 
#1 – Summary of all sales for the Keyword Phrase I searched on 

#2 – Individual Items that sold.  Note that the top item only sold 4 units 

in the last week. 

 

Click on a listing the see the details.  This one is “Beware of 

Pitbulls – They steal your heart. 

 

NOTE:  Very interesting that there was no overlap between the 

results provided by these two tools. 

 

3.4 eBay Seller Hub - There is data here that may be useful for some 

niches.  I was interested in data about the sizes and colors that sold 

the most units. 

 

This is a feature of eBay that is in Beta at the time of this writing and it 

is primarily focused on name BRANDS (which usually does not apply to 

Print on Demand products).   It can supply some interesting information 

about what sizes and colors are selling for  various brand names.  This 

could be useful for your selling. 
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Navigate to http://Ebay.com/sh   GETTING STARTED button    

Click on the GROWTH (beta) tab and search. 

 

 
 

#1 – Once you get Seller Hub open, click on Sourcing Guidance 

#2 – Then click on GROWTH (Beta) 

#3 - It asks you to choose a category – I chose Hoodies & Sweatshirts 

#4 - Note that I have chosen NEW 

#4 – You can see that most of the sales are in the $20 to $100 range 

http://ebay.com/sh
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#1 – I chose a few brands at random 

#2 – This shows the size and “opportunity” for the brands I chose. 

You can look further at gender, age, color and more. 
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SOURCE #4 – GEARBUBBLE.COM CATEGORIES – 

SELLER SITE 

 

Some of the Print on Demand Company sites have market places 

where you can see some of their good selling items grouped by 

categories.  Let me quickly note that there are two caveats when 

looking at these items: 

1. The people selling these items have the option to remove 

them from the market place.  Those who are selling 10’s of 

thousands of a design almost always do that since they 

don’t want people like you and I creating similar products 

and cutting into their revenue.    

2. Often times we can’t tell how long an item has been selling.  

As I noted when we were looking at Etsy products, a 

product that has been around for five years has had a lot of 

opportunity to sell hundreds, especially when compared 

with a product that was launched a few weeks ago.  The 

new product may be selling like hot cakes, but it won’t 

show have more sales than something that has been selling 

steadily for five or six years. 
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Gearbubble.com Home Screen 

 
#1 – Click on the GearBUBBLE icon in the upper left corner if 

you see a login screen when you go to Gearbubble.com 

#2 – Clicks on Categories 

#3 – Click on the category that most closely resembles your 

niche. 
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Animal Category 

 
Note that some of the items show you the number of sales and 

some don’t.  Again the person selling the item has the ability to 

turn that number off if they want.    I know the top item (Tacky 

sells well) has been listed for years).  One of the items on this 

screen is one of mine   

Two of the items in the right most column allow the buyer to 

upload their own image.  This is one of the features that 
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Gearbubble has that many other POD sites do not.  You can 

charge more for these customized products. 

 

 
Scrolling down a little we see lots of necklaces.  Most of them 

have a black background. 
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NOTE:   I often save the web page after certain holidays have 

just past.  By labeling the saved page as “Christmas” or 

“Mother’s Day”, I can look at what was selling the previous year 

during the holiday season.  These items do change, especially 

the Top Sellers Category 

 

 
 

 

SOURCE #5 – TEESPRING.COM CATEGORIES – 
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SELLER SITE 

 

Teespring.com – Home Page 

 
 

Search Result For Dog Lover 

 
Here we can see 39,000 Dog Lover products 

 

Since we do not have any counts, we really do not know which of these 

are selling well.   Use these for ideas and confirm that the ideas are 
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‘Good Ideas” using some of the other tools in the eBook. 

 

Lots of Sub-Categories 

 
#1 – Apparel Category 

#2 – Animal Lover Sub-categories, 

 

Since Teespring has LOTS of sub-categories, there is a good chance that 

they have something close to your niche.  Again, use the items you see 

for ideas and verify those ideas elsewhere. 
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SOURCE #6 – WANELO.com (Want Need Love) – 

SELLER SITE  

Wanelo has 350,000 stores and 20, million products 
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Basic Site 

 
Here I searched for Dog Lover Shirts and it showed me some ideas.   

 

The advanced version of SortingSocial.com includes 

searches of Wanelo. 
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#1 – I searched for Dog Lovers Shirts (not shown) 

#2 – This shows that I am searching on Wanelo 

#3 and #4 – these show the number of people who have “saved” these 

items – indicating that they like it.   We are not seeing SALES, but there 

should be a decent correlation.   It is a good site for ideas. 

 

SOURCE #7 GOOGLE SHOPPING – SELLER SITE 
 

While there are no counts, one could safely assume that since Google 

recommends that this search is the way to find the Best Sellers, that the 

top selling items would be at or near the top of the list. 

Google for:  best sellers on Google Shopping 

Make sure the SHOPPING Tab is clicked. 
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You can add a keyword phrase at the end of the search 
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SOURCE #8 – Aliexpress.com – SELLER SITE 
 

Many drop shippers use Aliexpress as their source.  Since the site shows 

you the number of sales for each item, it is a good place to browse for 

ideas that you KNOW are selling. 

 

Aliexpress Home Page 

 
#1 – The URL 

#2 – A search bar 

#3 – Categories you can browse 
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Aliexpress Search, Sorted by Orders 

 
#1 – Enter a keyword Phrase 

#2 - Sort by number of Orders 

#3 -  You can see how many orders that vendor has fulfilled. 

 

NOTE:  That some items at the top of Aliexpress searches are sponsored 

and so they may not be top sellers. 

 

II.  PROFESSIONALLY VETTED SITES 

 

 

SOURCE #9 – HALLMARK.COM – Kind of a SELLER 

SITE 

 

Hallmark doesn’t fit really neatly into my two categories of 

SELLING SITES and SITES WHERE PEOPLE INDICATE 

INTEREST.   Hallmark does sell items on their site, they just 

don’t sell products that people outside the company pick and 

list. 
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Different products need different types of messages.  Necklaces 

often work well with mushy messages and shirts often work well 

with funny.   Hallmark will not show us products that are 

selling, however they vet their messages very well.  Hallmark’s 

cards occupy about half of the greeting card shelf space in 

11,000 Walmart stores and they work very hard to make sure 

that every inch of space holds a design that sells.   Their website 

is a great place to find emotional sayings.   I’ve placed Hallmark 

in this section because you don’t need a keyword phrase to get 

good design ideas.  You just pick a general category and then 

browse through the options.  Many of the cards that you see can 

be converted to necklaces, pillow cases or shirts. 

 

Here are a few of the results when I searched for:  Mother 

Daughter and then indicated I wanted “Gifts”  

 

 
 

When I changed the TYPE to Cards I got items like this 
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Since I have done   Dog Lovers  in the previous examples, here 

are some Dog Lover results: 

 
 

 

SOURCE #10. Walmart.com.  I’m not going to show screen shots 

here.  Just search the site.  Every items has been proven to sell before it 
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is stocked by Walmart. 

 

SOURCE #11. Target.com.  Again, I’m not going to show screen 

shots here.  Just search the site.  Every items has been proven to sell 

before it is stocked by Target. 
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III. CUSTOMER INTEREST SITES 
 

SOURCE #12 – PINTEREST.COM – CUSTOMER 

INTEREST SITE  

 

SortingSocial.com is the only active tool I know that 

shows information on Pinterest Pins.   You feed it a 

keyword Phrase and it finds 1000 pins and then sorts them 

so that those with the most Re-pins are shown first. 
 

One thing to know about Pinterest is that they want to show their users 

new items.  If you search for the same search phrase day after day, 

Pinterest does NOT want you to see the same exact pins day after day so 

they show you the new pins that meet your search criteria.  That is NOT 

what we want.  We want the pins that have the most social proof the 

people on Pinterest like pin.  Since pins often have quotes on them or are 

tee shirts or other products, Pinterest becomes a gold mine of items with 

Social Proof.  The only problem is that we have to find a way to 

determine which items people have expressed an interest in. 

 

Until November of 2017, Pinterest would show us how many times a 

“pin” had been saved to another Pinterest board by a Pinterest user.   

This meant that we could manually scroll down and down and find pins 

with a lot of social proof.  Even better, there were several tools (PinZilla, 

PinOnTop and Pinsearch) that would collect pins and sort them by the 

number of repins.  Two of them were free. 

 

Today there is only one tool (that I know of) that will comb though the 
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Pinterest Pins and show us the ones with the most repins. 

 

The basic SortingSocial.com will show you a few pins for free.  The 

basic product is about $7/month (or $70/year) right now. The basic 

product is limited to just looking at Pinterest.  There is a $199/year 

version that adds Etsy and Wanelo (another smaller selling site motioned 

as source #6.) 

 

#1 – This shows that we are now searching Pinterest 

#2 – This is a keyword phrase 

#3 – The tools suggests some sub-categories that may help you zero in 

on items that are highly relevant to your niche. 

#4 – The button to activate the Search (not shown) 
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Once you activate the search, you will see the spinning wheel and the 

“Finding Results” number get larger and larger.  This takes a few 

minutes. 

 

 
Here we can see that the “Live is Better with a Dog” has 37.000 people 

who saved this and the “Our Dogs Live Here” quotes had 29,000 saves.  

A lot of people have shown that they are “interested” in the quote.  That 
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is a fairly good indication that they might BUY a product with the quote. 

 

 

  

SOURCE #13 – Google Search  Images – 

CUSTOMER INTEREST SITE  
 

While you will have no idea which items are selling, this is just too large 

a source of ideas to ignore. 

 

 
#1 – Here I searched for Dog Lovers 

#2 – Google found of 412 million references. 

#3 – Clicks on Images 

 

Dog Lovers Search 

 
When we just do the DOG LOVERS search, most of the images will be 

people and dogs.   We can refine that. 
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Google will make some suggestions   (if you only see four, I suggest you 

find the little gear SETTINGS icon and turn Instant Results off.) 

 

You can see that several of these suggestions will probably be better at 

giving us POD design ideas. 

 

 
These are the results for DOG LOVER SHIRTS.   Again note that we 

have no idea which ones are selling.  You should verify the ones you 

like by searching for the quote on Amazon or Etsy or Pinterest. 

 

SOURCE #14 – Facebook Search – CUSTOMER 

INTEREST SITE  
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SortingSocial.com offers a Facebook Search, but it is something that you 

can do just as well manually since it does not include a sort for the posts 

with the most likes/comments/shares. 

 

Simply search for this phrase:  Posts about "<keyword phrase>" 

 

For example:  Posts about "Dog Lover Shirt" 
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#1 – This shows the number of comments and shares – the left side (the 

7) shows the number of likes.   Most of the posts for this search do not 

have any social reaction. 

#2 – Click on the date/time the post was made to see the full post 

 

Example – Full Post

 

 

You can scroll and scroll and scroll looking for posts with lots of 
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Likes/Comments/Shares OR you can modify the search like this. 

 

Posts about "<keyword Phrase>" + “shares”     

Or 

Posts about "<keyword Phrase>" + “comments”     

While it doesn’t work perfectly, it does tend to show posts with xxx 

shares or xxx comments.  You can’t use the singular on unquoted 

version since people “share a post” and “Ask you to comment”   

 

 

 

Example:  Posts about "Dog Lover Shirt” +”shares” 
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SOURCE # 15 Google Keyword Planners – CUSTOMER 

INTEREST SITE  
 

 
There has been a ton written on this tool and lots of YouTube videos, but 

here is a quick overview. 

 Google for Google Keyword Planner 

 Click the link to Google Keyword Planner 

 Sign in with your Gmail/Google Account 

 If you are not at the keyword Planner – click the wrench icon at the 

top of the page  

 Select Keyword Planner 

 Click on Find New Keyword  

 Enter a Keyword Phrase   
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#1 – Click on the header “Ave Monthly Searches.  That will sort 

the list with the highest number of searches on top 

#2 – There are optional keywords along with their search numbers.   

Here you can see that PUPPY LOVE has more searches than DOG 

LOVER. 

 

I suggest that you want phrases with 10,000 searches a month.  At 

the very least don’t go below 1,000.  You want to sell things that 

people already want. 

 

 

SOURCE #16 - Google Trends -– CUSTOMER INTEREST 

SITE  
 

While I like evergreen products, there are times when it is nice to see 

what the hot searches are right now. 
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For our purposes, I think the “Top Charts” are the best resource.  I 

search for GOOGLE TRENDS and then click on TOP CHARTS 

 

 
#1 – Search for GOOGLE TRENDS 

#2 – Click on Top Charts 
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Pick a category and look at the phrases being used by hundreds of 

thousands of people when they search RIGHT NOW. 

 

 

 

 


